
The Public and the Private: Two Selves in the Balance 

 

We all live public and private lives to one extent or another. These two lives often result 

in one’s desire to conform to particular social/societal norms and expectations. In society we 

have expectations and desires for one’s private self and one’s public self to be similar if not 

almost exactly the same, as this transparency promotes a more open and productive society. In a 

world where people are constantly being examined and critiqued based on who they are, or who 

they appear to be, for that matter, it seems as though one’s public appearance often takes priority 

over one’s private. Yet it is both of these aspects, the private and the public, that compose who 

someone is, as sacrificing one’s private self in lieu of one’s public self is often detrimental. In his 

two plays that comprise Angels in America, Tony Kushner confronts the difficulties of balancing 

the private self with the public self and demonstrates the entanglement and dependence of one 

with the other, the importance of balancing the two, and the risks that might befall those who 

can’t find harmony.   

Through the troubled lives of his characters, Kushner seeks to demonstrate the negative 

effects of the private and public entanglement of the self. One of the most prominent features 

which Kushner’s characters demonstrate is how we become obsessed with our public appearance 

as we strive to conform to social norms. For many men of Reagan Era, maintaining a beneficial 

public identity meant conforming to one specific political identity: straight, white, Christian, and 

Republican. To not conform to the political norm, would mean to essentially limit your 

opportunities to progress up the hierarchical ladder of society, as in this particular society one’s 

economic success is tied to the Regan ideology. This desire and necessity to conform to this 

specific political identity are most notable in Joe and Roy. For both Joe and Roy, their public 
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appearance depends on fitting strictly into this, singular, political identity. Because of their line 

of work in law and politics not adhering to this political appearance would, for Joe, mean not 

being able to find work, and for Roy, the end of his career.  

Joe is focused on establishing his identity as the social norm in order to help himself 

succeed in the professional world. As he is up-and-coming in the world of law Joe is still 

establishing connections and solidifying his public appearance. Being raised a Mormon, Joe uses 

his faith to ground his appearance. Joe’s political identity with Republican Party is helpful to 

him, as his political alignment with the current presidential party has the potential to land him a 

job in Washington. Yet despite seeing himself as conforming to the politically accepted norm, 

Joe constantly has to assert the validity of his public appearance. When he comes across Louis in 

the bathroom, he affirms multiple times that he is both Republican and straight, despite Louis’ 

playful and taunting nature and insinuations that he gay (29). Joe’s interactions with Louis are 

the first of many that make Joe begin to doubt the validity of the identity, which is trying to 

establish, because of his denial of his sexuality. 

Roy however, has already established himself as someone who has conformed to the 

social norm, so instead Roy focuses on maintaining and asserting his public identity as a lawyer 

and powerbroker. Even to Joe, someone who he would probably consider a close friend, he 

constantly demonstrates how powerful he is. When meeting with Martin and Joe for dinner, and 

talking about Martin to Joe, he says, “Mr. Heller here is one of the/mighty, Joseph, in D.C., he 

sitteth on the right hand/of the man who sitteth on the right hand of The Man./And yet I can say 

‘shut the fuck up’ and he will take no/offense. Loyalty” (67). Even though Joe already knows 

that Roy is very powerful, Roy still feels the need to show that he is powerful in order to 

reinforce to himself that he is powerful. When his doctor, Henry, tells Roy that he has AIDS, 
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Roy tells Henry that he could, “proceed, systematically, to destroy [his] reputation and [his] 

practice and [his] career in New York State” (45). To Roy having AIDS would mean, that he is a 

homosexual, someone who is weak and has no “clout” (46). Although he has had sexual relations 

with another man, Roy does not consider himself to be gay, as it would firstly result in the death 

of his career and secondly it would mean to be everything that he is not, someone who is weak, 

submissive, and without “clout” (46). As Roy says, “homosexuals are men who know nobody 

and who nobody knows. Who have zero clout. Does this sound like me, Henry?” (46). To 

himself, “Roy Cohn is a heterosexual man, who fucks around with guys” (47). In his line of 

work, Roy has to be powerful, and the being labeled as a homosexual would result in Roy losing 

that power.  

This obsession with maintaining one’s public or political appearance at the expense of 

acknowledging one’s private desires. Most often it is one’s personal or private self that suffers as 

a result. For Joe, it is his marriage with Harper that suffers. Throughout the course of the play it 

seems that Joe’s prioritizes his career and his reputation. He sees a potential move to Washington 

as an extremely beneficial to get ahead in his career. But ultimately his obsession with his public 

self proves detrimental to his private life with Harper. Even when the play begins it is clear that 

there is already existing tension in their marriage as even in their first scene together, they fail to 

communicate well and talk openly to one another. When Joe returns home from work, he asks 

Harper how many pills of Valium, to which she changes her answer multiple times: “None. One. 

Two. Three. Only three” (24). Harper’s inability to be honest even about her medicine use shows 

that there is already instability within their marriage. Similarly, Joe lies to Harper about his 

sexuality instead of being upfront and honest about his conflictions. When Harper asks where 

Joe has been, he says that he has been, “Out…Just out. Thinking…I had a lot to think about” 
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(35). And when Harper bluntly asks Joe whether he is a homosexual he says, “No. I’m not… I 

don’t see what difference it makes” (38). Joe knows that he is sexually conflicted but is so 

devoted to trying to conform to the social norm that it destroys his relationship with Harper even 

acknowledging, “I thought maybe that with enough effort and will I could change myself …but I 

can’t…” (80). Joe’s failing to reconcile his own marriage before addressing the future of his 

career results in his private life falling apart altogether which in turn destroys his public life as 

well.  

For Roy however, a character who’s private life we really don’t see, it significantly less 

important who he is in his private life because his entire livelihood depends on his public 

reputation. Even in the privacy of a consultation with his own doctor he does not admit that he is 

a homosexual just “a heterosexual who fucks around with guys” (47). The stereotypes of 

homosexuals do not line up with Roy, so therefore Roy is in a constant state of denial about 

being a homosexual. Even in front of another homosexual, Belize, Roy tries to maintain his 

public appearance of a heterosexual man with “liver cancer”. Roy addresses Belize saying, 

“You’re a butterfingers spook faggot nurse./I think…you have little reason to want to help me.” 

To which Belize replies, “Consider it solidarity. One faggot to another.” As Belize is leaving 

Roy calls out, “Any more of your lip, boy, and you’ll be flipping Big/Macs in East Hell before 

tomorrow night!” (155). By snapping back at Belize, another homosexual, Roy is desperately 

trying to maintain his status, despite the fact that he is dying of a disease he got from being gay. 

Roy’s assertion that he is not a homosexual lead to him putting off experimental treatment as 

recommended by his doctor until he falls extremely ill, collapsing and almost dying in his own 

house.  
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 In examining Angels in America in its entirety, it seems that in this arena of discomfort 

and agitation, which is the private and public spheres of society, Kushner is trying to help us 

understand the importance of finding balance in our public and private lives. Kushner’s use of 

characters that are challenged and troubled demonstrates many of the difficulties with 

maintaining a balanced private and public self, but in turn seems to be using his characters’ 

failing in help his audience recognize their own. As is apparent with Joe and Roy, their obsession 

with their public appearance leads to the destruction of both their public and private selves 

demonstrating the entanglement of the two. Failing to maintain both in harmony can be difficult, 

taxing, and unsatisfying. The use of denial to manage a private self and a public persona is a 

common thread that runs through most of the characters and seems to be something that Kushner 

might want the audience to be able to identify in their own lives. For example, Joe denies that he 

is gay when Harper confronts him and in the same manner Harper denies her abuse of Valium 

when confronted by Joe as a means to try make everything seem normal. Both of these uses of 

denial are in an attempt to manage their private selves, and in this case their marriage. 

Differently from Joe and Harper who are in denial towards each other about certain aspects of 

their private relationship, Roy is in self-denial about his own homosexuality. Roy’s denial about 

his sexuality serves as a coping mechanism, which he uses to reinforce to himself that he is 

conforming to societal norms.  

Angels in America conveys an important message about navigating the difficulties of 

private interests amidst social forces. It seems pertinent that we apply Tony Kushner’s message 

to the modern day. In the modern age of technology and social media, maintaining a balanced 

private and public self is more difficult than it has ever been. From one Google, Instagram, or 

Facebook search people are able to make judgements and assumptions about who people are 
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without ever knowing or meeting someone. It seems as though every day, there is a new celebrity 

or politician being outed or exposed as someone who they did not appear to be. Now more than 

ever the importance of being open and honest about who we really are has become clear and it 

seems appropriate that we all take a step back and reexamine our lives, if not for ourselves at 

least for those we care about.  


